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Abstract.
The STEAM approach contains life skills that support the development of project-based learning, which strengthens the profile of Pancasila students, so it is hoped teachers can implement STEAM life skills-based learning. This research aims to learn the perspective of teachers on STEAM life skills-based learning. The subjects of this study are 125 teachers from Central Java. The data collection technique used was a questionnaire, with data analysis carried out using the Milles and Huberman (2007) model. The results showed that 32.1% of teachers stated “strongly agree” and 42.9% of teachers stated “agree” when asked if they had heard of the STEAM approach; only 4% of teachers stated, “strongly disagree.” This shows that most teachers have heard about STEAM and have a fairly high level of understanding of the benefits of STEAM life skills-based classroom learning.
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1. Introduction

STEAM-life skills-based learning is a new innovation in the application of learning activities in the 2013 Curriculum and the Independent Curriculum (1). The STEAM approach containing life skills supports the development of project-based learning to strengthen the profile of Pancasila students, so it is hoped that the appropriate teacher’s perspective can support the implementation of STEAM-life skills-based learning. In STEAM learning, students are asked to develop knowledge related to science, technology skills, engineering, art development skills and abilities in mathematics (2). These abilities are outlined in a project in a sub-theme of learning in class.

This research aims to see the teacher’s perspective on STEAM-life skills-based learning as a means of strengthening the profile of Pancasila students. Profile of Pancasila students as part of the realization of Indonesian students who have global competence.
and behave in accordance with the values of Pancasila. The six main characteristics of the Pancasila student profile are such as having faith that fears God Almighty, having a noble character, having an attitude that supports global diversity, working together, having strong independence, having critical thinking skills, and having high creativity(3). In the ‘Merdeka curriculum’, the implementation of strengthening the profile of Pancasila students becomes a priority character, so that students not only have high knowledge but also have a good attitude.

The profile of Pancasila students relates to student life skills in Elementary School. The life skills in this study consisted of two types, namely generic life skills and special life skills. Generic life skills consisted of personal skills and social skills. Specific life skills are skills to deal with a particular job or situation. Skills to deal with certain jobs or situations consist of academic and vocational skills(4). The developed life skills will be applied in classroom learning in the form of projects. From the explanation of these reasons, the researchers conducted ‘teacher’s perspective on steam-life skills-based learning as a means of strengthening Pancasila student profiles’.

2. Method

The object of research is teachers in Central Java with 125 respondents. The data collection technique used a questionnaire distributed to teachers in Central Java in a google form format, while the data analysis used the Milles and Huberman model. Data analysis techniques can be seen in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Analysis with Milles and Huberman Method.](image-url)
3. Result and Discussion

3.1. Presenting the Results

The teacher's perspective on the STEAM approach is explained in 5 indicator aspects, namely: 1) the first indicator aspect, having heard of the STEAM approach, 2) the second indicator aspect, the STEAM approach is widely available in the mass media, but the teacher does not know what STEAM is, 3) the third indicator aspect, the STEAM approach is very easy to apply as a new approach, 4) the fourth indicator aspect, teachers have started to apply the STEAM approach but have difficulty in implementing it, 5) the fifth indicator aspect, the STEAM approach facilitates learning activities.

The picture above shows that there are 5 aspect indicators contained in the statement regarding aspects of teachers' understanding of the STEAM approach. In the first aspect indicator, as many as 32.1% of teachers stated strongly agree and 42.9% of teachers stated that they agreed that they had heard of the STEAM approach, only 4% of teachers stated that they strongly disagreed. This shows that more teachers have heard of STEAM. Then on the second aspect indicator, 39.3% of teachers disagree and 14.3% strongly disagree with the negative statement which states that the STEAM approach is widely available in the mass media, but teachers do not know what STEAM is, thus showing consistency in the statement previously. While the indicators for the third, fourth...
and fifth aspects include the STEAM approach which is very easy to apply as a new approach, teachers have started to apply the STEAM approach but have encountered difficulties in its application, and the STEAM approach facilitates learning activities, indicating that the majority of teachers are still hesitant in implementing STEAM learning, in the classroom, so it is still necessary to assist elementary school teachers in the implementation of STEAM learning.

### 3.2. Create a Discussion

The picture above shows 5 aspect indicators contained in the statement regarding aspects of teachers’ understanding of the STEAM approach. In the first aspect indicator, as many as 32.1% of teachers stated strongly agree and 42.9% of teachers stated that they agreed that they had heard of the STEAM approach, only 4% of teachers stated that they strongly disagreed. This shows that more teachers have heard of STEAM. Then on the second aspect indicator, 39.3% of teachers disagree, and 14.3% strongly disagree with the negative statement, which states that the STEAM approach is widely available in the mass media. Still, teachers do not know what STEAM is, thus showing consistency in the statement previously. While the indicators for the third, fourth and fifth aspects include the STEAM approach which is very easy to apply as a new approach, teachers have started to apply the STEAM approach. Still, they have encountered difficulties in its application, and the STEAM approach facilitates learning activities, indicating that the majority of teachers are still hesitant to implement STEAM learning (5). In the classroom, so it is still necessary to assist elementary school teachers in the implementation of STEAM learning. Teachers have started applying the STEAM approach but encounter difficulties in its implementation, and the STEAM approach makes learning activities easier. The majority of teachers are still hesitant to implement STEAM learning in the classroom, so it is still necessary to provide assistance for elementary school teachers in the implementation of learning STEAM (6).

In this study, a STEAM model based on life skills was developed to support the strengthening of the profile of Pancasila students (7). Profile of Pancasila students as part of the realization of Indonesian students who have global competence and behave by the values of Pancasila. The six main characteristics of the Pancasila student profile are such as having faith that fears God Almighty, having noble character, having an attitude that supports global diversity, working together, having strong independence, having critical thinking skills, and having high creativity. In the ‘Merdeka curriculum’, the implementation of strengthening the profile of Pancasila students becomes a priority.
character, so that students not only have high knowledge, but also have a good attitude. The six characteristics of the Pancasila student profile can be seen from the image below:

![Diagram Pancasila Student Profile](image)

Figure 3: Diagram Pancasila Student Profile.

The profile of Pancasila students relate with student life skills in Elementary School. Life skills in this study consisted of two types, namely generic life skills, and special life skills. Generic life skills in this study consisted of personal skills and social skills. Specific life skills are skills to deal with a particular job or situation. Skills to deal with specific jobs or situations consist of academic and vocational skills(8). The developed life skills will be applied in classroom learning through projects.

4. Conclusion

It can be concluded that the teacher does not fully understand the implementation of learning using the STEAM approach even though the implementation of learning has given the project as one of the forms of implementation of the STEAM approach. It can be concluded that the teacher does not fully understand the related to the implementation of learning using the STEAM approach even though the implementation of learning has been given the project as one of the forms of implementation of the STEAM approach. All projects that the teacher has given to students have the potential to STEAM, thus supporting the readiness of teachers to implement STEAM in learning. In this study, a STEAM model based on life skills was developed to support the strengthening of the profile of Pancasila students.
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